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Now and then, as she escaped ______________ from the hot bath, she
lost hold of her new strength.
1.

(shiver)
shivering

These he deposited carefully in a handkerchief, wrapping them up with
leaves, to prevent them ______________.
2.

(break)breaking

Moved some of the illustrations to avoid ______________ paragraphs of
text.
3.

(break up)
breaking up

Only that she should keep on ______________ so that they should not see
how happy she was-how happy!
4.

(talk)
talking

But there is no use to put off ______________ a tooth.5. (pull)pulling

Again and again he asked, and kept on ______________, so fully was his
heart drawn out in prayer for these Christians whom he had never seen.
6.

(ask)
asking

But I couldn't get aboard softly enough to avoid ______________ the
lounge.
7.

(wake)
waking

Competition between factory and factory kept the prices down to decent
limits, but I was never to forget that this people were a rich people, not like the
pauper Continentals, and that they enjoyed ______________ duties.

8.

(pay)paying

If you feel these, therefore avoid ______________ them as you would
avoid doing any other act sure to bring discomfort to those you are
entertaining.

9.

(show)

showing

But assured once more of his own present personality he could not resist
______________ further, and went right up to the foot of the iron staircase
and looked up.

10.

(explore)
exploring

My voice trembles at his delay, but I fear ______________ my anxiety by
renewed questioning.
11.

(betray)
betraying
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Still she could not think how to avoid ______________, and she could
only hope that the gardener had put it to rights, as he had promised to do.
12.

(go)

going

If she could only keep on ______________ for a minute longer!13. (snore)snoring

We cannot escape ______________ them now, and when the American
people wake up to a wrong they are apt to right it.
14.

(realize)
realizing

But the rash Richard, weary and exhausted, decided to risk
______________ a few days longer.
15.

(remain)remaining

Arnold moved a step, as if to prevent him ______________.16. (go)going

Many of them, however, take the tips simply to avoid ______________
patrons.
17.

(offend)
offending

I was so tired with a long day spent ______________ about the burning
city that it seemed an impossibility that I should keep on.
18.

(walk)
walking

And it was plain enough to read the meaning of the anxious glances
northward which he kept on ______________, as if hoping against hope that
the delay was not serious.

19.

(give)
giving

You'll find where Sir Alexander mentions ______________ a great many
of these plants.
20.

(see)
seeing
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